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When did doctors 
become scientists?

When did it all
go wrong?



German Universities 1870
• Anatomy

– Waldeyer

– His

– Kölliker

• Physiology

– Ludwig

– DuBois-Reymond

– Brücke

– Pflüger

• Biochemistry
– Hoppe-Seyler

– Voit

– Kühne

• Pathology
– Virchow

– Recklinghausen

– Cohnheim

– Weigert

– Klebs



• Medicine

– Frerichs

– Traube

– Wunderlich

– Kussmaul

• Surgery

– Volkmann

– Langenbeck

– Kocher

– Billroth

German Universities 1870



Two of these Professors
had a profound influence

on a young 23 year old
Canadian.

Von Hebra

Virchow
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Age 18: Toronto School of Medicine
Age 23: McGill University- MD

Age 23-25: Post-graduate training
London: 6 months

Vienna: 6 months worked von Hebra 
Berlin: 6 months attended lectures from Virchow

London: 6 month
Aged 25: Professor Medicine McGill

Aged 35: Chair Clinical Medicine, Univ. Pennsylvania, Philadelphia
Aged 40: 1st Chief of Staff, John Hopkins Hospital

Aged 44: Professor of Medicine, John Hopkins School of Medicine
Aged 56: Regius Chair of Medicine at Oxford.



Carbolic + $

All the smartest doctors

All the sickest patients
Better nurses Better doctors

Better outcomes

The Hospital

Osler’s Model

ONE 
Professor

Quarter-
master



Internist

• Diagnostician
– elitist

– consultant

• Prognosis
• Treatment

– nihilism

• Cure?

“The Thinker”



An Age of Optimism

• Every doctor now had a microscope and was a 

“scientist”

• Major discoveries and “breakthroughs” 

occurred faster than they could be broadcast

• Things could only get better

–just a matter of time!



HealthcAir





Reasons to do research

• Don’t want to get a real job

• Don’t like touching and feeling patients

• Good for your career

• Your parents want you to do it

• Think you are smarter than everyone else
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“The fiercest critics compare 
research doctorates to Ponzi
or pyramid schemes,”











• Bourgeoisie 

– own means of production

• Proletariat 

– Permanent and pensionable

• Precariat

– zero hours contract



Other reasons
What ever happened to medical scientists?

• Critical thinking
• Notice when something is wrong
• Want to make things better
• Want to be a better doctor
• Its fun
• Avoid “burnout”
• Why not?

Intrinsic motivation







What kind of mindset do you need?

• Wants to find out what is 
wrong

• Wants to fix it

…. even if it kills them!
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Suggestions
“Bring back the independent scientist”

• Find out what is wrong and needs fixing
• Buy a computer
• Collect your own data
• Download Epi-Info
• Do a statistical course
• Do not become dependent on funding

– friends are more important than funding

• Avoid academic promotion and committees
• Get used to rejection

Try to make a difference





As part of their ‘third mission’ to commercialise research and cultivate growth 
in local economies, universities have been accorded a central role in regional 
innovation systems. This paper takes issue with this policy emphasis. It presents 
empirical evidence suggesting the entrepreneurial spillovers from universities 
have been greatly exaggerated, especially in some peripheral regions. The 
explanation offered for this poor performance hinges on the substantive 
disconnect between universities and their surrounding local entrepreneurial 
and innovation ecosystems. Despite their marginal economic contribution, the 
paper claims that ‘policy entrepreneurs’ play a powerful role in cumulatively 
reinforcing the dominant role of universities through a process of ‘institutional 
capture’, the outcome of which results in a form of ‘policy lock-in’. The 
implications of these findings for public policy are outlined.

Mission impossible? Entrepreneurial universities 
and peripheral regional innovation systems

Ross Brown

Journal Industry and Innovation Volume 23, 2016 - Issue 2

http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/ciai20/current
http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/ciai20/23/2




Thank you


